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Re-equipment of any existing medium and heavy armored vehicles, 

Replacement of the standard engine with a hybrid power plant.

Advantages:

- Increasing the maximum speed up to 40%

- Increased mobility and maneuverability by 80%

- The volume of the fuel tank is reduced by 80%

- Fire risk reduced by 80% 

 

is only 3.33%

- Increase the power reserve by 2 times

- The silence movement mode appears only on electric traction.

- Minimize chance of detecting the vehicles

- The electric generator makes it possible to have a power plant in 

 

- Problems with dust and underwater crossings of vehicles are 

reduced.

Instant movement without pre-starting and warming up the engine.

There are no analogues of this system.
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The structure of an electric motor is much simpler than an internal combus-

reduces cabin heating, which reduces the load on the air conditioning 

system, crew and additional equipment.

The electric propulsion system is almost silent, which reduces the chance 

Engine power, HP

Maximum torque, Nm

Rated speed, R.P.M.

Engine weight, Kg

1500

67

480

23,8

6780

3000

1130

Compare table of engines

2928

80

800

47,7

7680

3000

400

Honeywell AGT���� Electric propulsion
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One of the main advantages of electric power is the ability to provide power to auxiliary systems 

(such as radar, guidance systems, air conditioning) silently. If the vehicle does not move, it does 

not make any noise, but at the same time, all equipment continues to function fully. 

Ground combat vehicles with electric transmission will have better mobility and handling charac-

teristics due to higher torque both at peak and at low RPM. 

The volume of high-tech equipment on modern vehicles is increasing exponentially, which 

requires a constant increase in the power of the on-board network. In this regard, the installation 

of powerful batteries and generators on board military vehicles is inevitable, and the transition to 

electric motors is the most logical.

It is also possible to provide remote radio control of equipment.

Heating of the power plant strongly unmasks 

armored vehicles in the thermal range
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Noise level is reduced from 130 to 55 dB

Advantages of replacing the internal 
combustion engine with an electric motor

More power reserve increases by 60%

No overheating in the sun in the desert. Withstands temperatures up 

to +70 degrees C

Easier to maintain, no need to replace engine oil, 

Weight is reduced by 800 kg

Higher maneuverability increases by 80%


